Greetings All:
I think we should honor our revolutionary martyr's birthday just as we do that of Malcolm and Martin.
I've copied the following quotes fyi that ring as true today as they did 35 years ago, perhaps more so:
"International capitalism cannot be destroyed without the extremes of struggle. The entire colonial world is watching the
blacks inside the U.S., wondering and waiting for us to come to our senses. Their problems and struggles with the Amerikan
monster are much more difficult than they would be if we actively aided them. We are on the inside. We are the only ones
(besides the very small white minority left) who can get at the monster's heart without subjecting the world to nuclear fire. We
have a momentous historical role to act out if we will. The whole world for all time in the future will love us and remember us
as the righteous people who made it possible for the world to live on. If we fail through fear and lack of aggressive
imagination, then the slave of the future will curse us, as we sometimes curse those of yesterday. I don't want to die and leave
a few sad songs and a hump in the ground as my only monument. I want to leave a world that is liberated from trash,
pollution, racism, nation-states, nation-state wars and armies, from pomp, bigotry, parochialism, a thousand different brands
of untruth, and licentious, usurious economics." (Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson).

"The new vanguard elements seem to agree that withdrawal from the enemy state and its social, political and
economic life is the first step toward its destruction..."
"A social revolution after the fact of the modern corporate capitalist state can only mean the breakup of that state
and a completely new form of economics and culture."
"When we participate in this election to win, instead of disrupt, we're lending to its credibility, and destroying our
own. With all the factors of control over the electoral process in the hands of the minority ruling class, the people's
party can always be made to seem isolated, unimportant, even extraneous...Participation in electoral politics
organized by the enemy state -- after recognizing that the whole process must be discredited as a conditional step
into revolution, and particularly participation that tends to authenticate this process -- is the opposite of revolution.
It's a tactic for the ultra-rightists."
"All political parties, as things stand, will support the power complex. Any individual elected will either be a supporter
of the established politics -- or an 'individual.' What would help us, in fact, is to allow as many right-wing elements as
possible to assume 'political' power. ...The fascists already have power. The point is that some way must be found
to expose them and combat them. An electoral choice of ten different fascists is like choosing which way one wishes
to die. The holder of so-called high public office is always merely an extension of the hated ruling corporate class. *It
is to our benefit that this person be openly hostile, despotic, unreasoning.* We are not living in a nation where leftwing parties hold eighty out of two hundred seats in a congressional body....This is a huge nation dominated by
the most reactionary and violent ruling class in the history of the world, where the majority of the people just simply
cannot understand that they are existing on the misery and discomfort of the world." /(Blood In My Eye p 71-72)/

"Black capitalism, black against itself. The silliest contradiction in a long train of spineless, mindless contradictions.
Another painless, ultimate remedy: be a better fascist than the fascist.
"Freedom means warmth and protection against harsh exposure to the elements. It means food, not garbage. It
means truth, harmony, and the social relations that spring from these. It means the best medical attention whenever
it's needed. It means employment that is reasonable, that coincides with the individual necessities and feelings. We
will have this freedom even at the cost of total war."

